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QUALITY

OVER
QUANTITY
For Fall & Winter
Celebrations

EAGER TO CELEBRATE, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIANS PLAN A VARIETY
OF SEASONAL GATHERINGS FROM WEDDINGS TO PARTIES.

WRITTEN BY: KIT WERTZ
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Wedding
couples,
families and
businesses
are back
to planning celebrations this
holiday season with renewed
energy. Celebrity event planner
Troy Williams of Simply Troy
Lifestyle and Events says holiday
events are happening. “I love
a beautiful holiday party,” he
says. The celebrity planner, a
favorite of Hollywood A-listers,
has planned hundreds of special
events abroad and from coast to
coast including Academy Award
and Golden Globe parties. His
signature is to personalize
each event so each guest feels
special. “For a holiday party
I did for Julianne Hough, we
had a calligrapher at a specially
decorated table and each
guest could have an ornament
personalized for them,” he says.
Special touches for that party
were hand-placed snow with
“cold fireworks,” s’mores fire
pits, a mini personal holiday
pie bar, a hot toddy station,
hot cocoa bar and holiday sage
packets for each guest. When
asked what the current holiday
trend is, Troy replies, “The only
trend for a holiday party is to
make it beautiful.”

2.

“THE WEDDING
REPORT SAYS
THAT OVER THE
NEXT YEAR,
THERE WILL
BE ALMOST
2.5 MILLION
WEDDINGS
HELD IN
THE UNITED
STATES”

1.

4.

While Holiday Parties are in
Planning Stages — Weddings
are in Full Swing.

3.
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Market research firm The
Wedding Report says that
over the next year, there
will be almost 2.5 million
weddings held in the United
States (up from an average of
2.1 million weddings per year
before the shutdown of 2020
due to COVID-19). According
to Holly Gray of Anything
But Gray Events, this fall
is like a whirlwind — more
than it usually is. She says,

“So many of our Spring and
Summer weddings have been
pushed to Winter and Fall
2021 and into 2022.”
In response, Southern
California planners and
florists are helping clients
to embrace autumn’s cool
weather and the upcoming
holiday season as well as
the long winter weekends
of January and February.
Themes vary from traditional
seasonal looks to luxurious
jeweled tones and the ever
elegant opulence of gold.

GOLDEN FALL TONES
BLEND WITH PASTELS
Los Angeles-based floral designer Michelle Barry of Iris & Barry
Blooms says she had a couple whose date changed from a Spring to
Fall due to Covid-19. They kept their original pastel shades of blush
and light blue but she added some autumnal tones. “We did update
the look and color scheme of the flowers accordingly,” Michelle says.
“I added Golden Mustard garden roses and fall foliage to pick up
elements of the season,” she explains. When working on weddings
during the holidays, Michelle likes to keep the traditional elements
to a minimum. “I love the light blue berries of juniper,” she says and
likes to add slight touches of evergreens like juniper or cedar into a
wedding centerpiece to give it a hint of the season.
Jessica Goldkang, founder of Party Crush Events designs events
on all scales from weddings to mitzvahs to corporate parties.
“I can create a party theme out of anything that inspires me —
even from a piece of fashion,” she says. This fall, that includes
planning a party on Halloween weekend. “It’s a family-friendly
celebration with more of an autumn harvest feel than a scary
Halloween theme,” she explains. Her go-to floral designer in Los

5.

6.

8.

“I CAN CREATE A PARTY
THEME OUT OF ANYTHING
THAT INSPIRES ME — EVEN
FROM A PIECE OF FASHION,”
Angeles is Whit McClure of Whit Hazen (featured
in Bloomin’ News) because she is so passionate
about her work. Jessica likes to meet her clients
in their homes to get to know their personalities.
“Everyone is so different in Los Angeles and that
is why I love it,” she says. She’s brought snow
into a backyard for a holiday party and featured
live Alpacas at another theme party. When talking
about delayed events due to COVID-19 she says,
“One type of celebration that can’t be postponed
are bar and bat mitzvahs.” Those celebrations
must happen on a specific timeline and to ensure
her clients feel comfortable with an upcoming
mitzvah, she just moved the celebration to an
outdoor venue. “People want to gather, but want
to be cautious,” she says.

1. 1. Packets of holiday sage for each guest were designed by Simply
Troy for Julianne Hough’s holiday party. Flowers by Maggie Jensen
Floral Event Design. Photo by Sarah Ellefson.
2. All guests at a Simply Troy event feel special and at this holiday
party, a calligrapher was on hand to personalize ornaments for each
guest. Photo by Sarah Ellefson.
3. Vibiana’s grand space is taken over by a winter theme designed
by Eric Acuña of Leilani Weddings and White Sakuras florals. Photo:
Jimmy Bui Photography.

Photography By: The Vondys

4. A cozy winter bridal party holds icy white flowers by White Sakuras.
Photo: Jimmy Bui Photography.
5. With an initial spring wedding delayed to fall, florist Michelle Barry
of Iris & Barry Blooms kept the original spring palette, but added
touches of fall to the bouquets.
6. The tall ceremony display highlights the changed season from
spring to fall for this wedding couple by Iris & Barry Blooms.
7. The bridal party’s bouquets kept the original blush and blue tones
with added gold and autumn leaves by Iris & Barry Blooms.
7.

8. Iris & Barry Blooms worked in fall foliage along with the spring
pastels to hint to the revised wedding date for this boutonniere.
The Bloomin’ News
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JEWEL-TONES &
OPULENT CELEBRATIONS
Eric Acuña-Bagshaw, Vice President of Sales at
the Southern California-based tuxedo and suit
rental company Friar Tux, says the company is
experiencing record sales. “Things are off the
charts,” he says. People are planning parties,
quinceaneras, anniversaries and everyone wants
to dress up. He says it’s the busiest holiday
season the company has ever seen and he’s
been with them for over 20 years. “Corporate is
coming back, too,” Eric says. “People have been
so far away from each other, businesses are
bringing people together to celebrate,” he adds.
Fashion often dictates other trends and for this
holiday season, party goers are choosing deep
jewel tones. “Clients are choosing burgundy,
cranberry, and navy colored jackets and bow
ties,” says Eric. He adds, “And they are choosing
velvet, too.” Other themes he’s seeing in parties
are “Roaring Twenties” — think Great Gatsby,
pearls, gold and luxurious themes. “People are
choosing quality over quantity and not quibbling
over price,” says Eric.

2.

3.

4.

2. A bride and groom celebrate in the “snow”
after saying “I Do” in festive attire by Friar Tux and
florals by Unique Floral Designs.
3. Green velvet ties are popular for the 2021
holiday season according to Eric Acuña Bagshaw
of Friar Tux.
1.

4. It’s a snowscape! Groom in Friar Tux suit and
florals by Unique Floral Designs.

Photography By: Jessie Jean Photography

1. The groom is attired in Friar Tux and the flowers
are by Unique Floral Designs.

6.

couples to families. “I’ve been taking
a lot of elopement photos at the
courthouse in the past year,” he
says. Many of these couples still have
the traditional wedding bouquet on
hand so there are still opportunities
for florists to capture the microwedding market and offer a holiday
inspired “elopement” floral package.
Chris has been the photographer for
hundreds of weddings in his career
and when asked about a holidaythemed nuptial, he was able to locate
a wedding on an external hard drive
storing a Christmas wedding within
minutes. “This wedding had Christmas
trees in the décor,” he recalls. The
wedding from December 2019 featured
bridesmaids in alternating red and
green velvet gowns and groomsmen
with alternating green and red ties and
pocket squares. The flowers featured
evergreen, pinecones and red roses
and accents of poinsettias.

5.

QUALITY OVER
QUANTITY
Holly Gray of Anything But Gray
Events reiterates what Eric says
about clients wanting a vibrant and
festive event. “Even though guest
counts have been much smaller as
of late, my couples are still going full
out with design and décor elements
such as florals, tablescapes, linens,
and small wares,” she says. “As one
of my grooms just remarked in an
email to me last week, “Holly, Let’s go
big or go home!”
“I am pleasantly surprised to see an
overall trend in quality over quantity

these days,” she adds. Holly says
wedding clients are valuing their
more petite guest count that includes
their closest family and friends
(80 guests or less) and creating a
wedding around true hospitality
and curated design. Holly’s events
feature a kaleidoscope of color and
vibrancy no matter what the season
— from classic autumn, to avantgarde Thanksgiving to “uber-pink”
Valentine’s Day.
Chris Griffiths of Christopher
Todd Photography, a professional
corporate, wedding and event
photographer based in Orange
County, says his client list is quite
varied from attorneys to wedding

7.

5. An uber-pink Valentine’s Day tablescape is curated
by Anything But Gray Events with florals by Winston &
Main. Photo: Peterson Design & Photography
6. Protea Waratah is the star of this vibrant look for Holly
Gray’s Thanksgiving-themed party with flowers by Los
Angeles Floral Couture. Photo: Julie Shuford Photography
7. An avant-garde sweetheart table gets the
squash treatment with floral design by Urban
Marigold and planning by Holly Gray. Photo:
Aurelia D’Amore Photography
The Bloomin’ News
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“NICOLE IS
URGING COUPLES
TO CONSIDER
HOLIDAYS LIKE
CHRISTMAS,
NEW YEAR’S,
AND THE LONG
FEDERAL HOLIDAY
WEEKENDS...”

1.

“Holiday season is quickly
approaching, and we have some
amazing holiday celebrations
scheduled for November and
December,” says Nicole Lazo,
Catering Sales Manager at Terranea
Resort in Rancho Palos Verdes.
“The demand is so high for people
trying to get married in November
and December,” she adds. She is
counseling clients that as soon as
they’ve chosen the date with the
resort to start calling vendors. “The
demand for next year is outrageous
— they need to call florists, rentals,
video, photographers now in order

12
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2.

to secure the best vendors,” she
says. “It’s quality over quantity,”
she adds as vendors are so busy
they are choosing jobs carefully.
The resort is taking every safety
precaution imaginable and “A lot of
my clients are factoring in budgets
for (COVID-19) testing too for their
events,” says Nicole.
Because the demand is so high for
dates in 2021 and 2022, Nicole is
urging couples to consider holidays
like Christmas, New Year’s, and the
long federal holiday weekends of
January and February. “It’s a great
opportunity to stay on the property

3.

Photography By: Christopher Todd and flowers by Paradise Delight.

LOS ANGELES’S FULL-SERVICE
OCEANFRONT RESORT IS BOOKED SOLID

4.

and make it an experience,” she
says. They are hosting a large
Indian wedding over the Christmas
Eve and Christmas Day holiday
this year.

5.

Terranea is also seeing a lot of
smaller scale weddings of about
30-40 guests, but that doesn’t mean
these celebrations are on a tight
budget. “These couples still want
the wedding of their dreams,” says
Nicole. “They want rentals, topnotch flowers, video, photography
and don’t mind spending,” she says.

two-part weddings.” According to
Sitecore, a world-leading customer
experience management company,
in a report based on consumers
in the United States, “59% of
consumers plan to celebrate the
holiday more this year, with young
people planning to get into the
festive spirit early.”

Multi-day wedding celebrations
are gaining speed according to
hand-crafted online shopping store
Etsy, “While many want to restore
traditions, others are welcoming the
chance to mix things up with postwedding bachelor(ette) parties and

With an extra year of savings, many
people are just ready to celebrate.
Planners, florists and event
professionals are primed for the
challenge for quality over quantity
and in the words of Troy Williams
will: “Make it beautiful.”

1. The bride and groom walk down the holiday aisle
in this Christmas-themed wedding.
2. The bridal bouquet is classic pinecones, white
roses, cedar and red hypericum berries.
3. Plaid tie and pocket square are set off perfectly with
white roses, hypericum, cedar and gold stem wrap.
4. Gold chairs and sparkly tablecloths add to the
festive flowers for the reception.
5. The bridal party for this Christmas wedding is in
alternating green and red attire from dresses to ties to
pocket squares.

The Bloomin’ News
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Three Ways to Make

WALL ART
HOLIDAY DECOR
for

DESIGNS, TEXT AND PHOTOS BY KIT WERTZ

ADAPT THESE POPULAR TECHNIQUES TO SELL IN YOUR SHOP
Google trends shows that the search term “dried flowers” has tripled in volume in the past
four years! Today’s designers are busy making dried botanical pieces for weddings or special
events so it’s time to offer these popular pieces as a holiday decoration option, too.
Here are a few ideas for incorporating dried florals and botanicals as wall art for holiday
decorations and gift giving. From the classic bundle tied with ribbon, to brass rings or
grapevine wreath bases to “free floating” wall designs, you can adapt a small, medium and
large inventory for the holiday season. And, to give these designs a holiday twist, it’s okay to
add some metallic painted elements as well as “frosted” silk foliages too. I use a few imitation
flowers and greenery to give the designs a more festive look.
Remember, you can purchase dried and preserved elements at The Original Los Angeles
Flower Market and also dry your own elements from leftover greenery and flowers in your
shop or studio. Don’t overlook your eucalyptus, strawflower, banksia, protea, grevillea,
ruscus, leucadendron and more for options to make them into dried inventory. There are lots
of books on the subject and most recently Everlastings: How to Grow, Harvest and Create with
Dried Flowers by Bex Partridge is a good one to check out.
It does take a few tried-and-true florist skills to make sure these pieces of art stay intact when
the client takes them home and tries to hang them. Let’s see how three designs go together.

The Bloomin’ News
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Classic
Bundle

Step 1
GATHER MATERIALS
See the recipe for ideas
on how much to use for a
small bundle. Break down
stems to smaller lengths.
For example, one Japanese
Fern could be split into 2-5
stems for this size bundle.

SUPPLIES
• Dried element
• Floral Cutters
• Ribbon
• Rubber Band
(optional)

RECIPE
All elements dried,
bleached and/or
preserved
• 1 Japanese Fern
• 1 Italian Ruscus
• 1 Palm Spear
• 1 Pampas Grass
• 1 Baby’s Breath
• 1 Lunaria
• 3-5 Lagurus
‘Bunny Tail’

Step 2
START YOUR
FLAT BOUQUET
By using the large volume
wide stems on the bottom.
16
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• 1 Misty Blue
• 3-5 Lavender
• 1-3 Spiral
Eucalyptus
• 2 Poppy pods
• 1 Leucadendron
Platyspermum

Step 3
KEEP LAYERING
And finish with the bulky
items in the front and low
in the design.

Step 4
FINISH
It by wrapping tightly with
ribbon. Optional: First
secure with rubber band.

Brass Ring
Asymmetrical
Holiday Wreath

Step 1
WRAP THE BRASS RING
In stem wrap (floral tape) to give your
bundles something easy to grip. The
metal is slippery so this first step helps.
You could use any color stem wrap
to help complement the color of the
materials you are using.

SUPPLIES
• Brass Ring
• Dried Elements
• Floral Cutters
• Stem Wrap
• Scissors
• Green Velvet
Ribbon

RECIPE
• 1 Branch Mini
Eucalyptus or
Spiral Eucalyptus
• 3 Mini short
Pampas Grass
• 3-5 Dried Nigella
pods
• 9-12 Dyed and
preserved Brown
Lagurus (bunny
tails)
• 3 Leucadendron
Daphnoides
• 1 Branch silk
frosted cedar
cut into smaller
branches

Step 2
MAKE SMALL BUNDLES
As if you were making a wreath and attach them to
the ring by overlapping each bundle slightly. When
you’ve reached the middle of your design, start at the
opposite end and start attaching with the stem wrap
until you are at the middle. Add your middle accent
(I used the leucadendron pods). You may need to
use twisted floral tape or wire to attach your middle
pieces.

Step 3
ATTACH
A ribbon and it’s ready to hang
The Bloomin’ News
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Free Floating
Wall Art
SUPPLIES

Step 5

• Dried elements
• Accent Pieces

Step 1

• Wire Cutters
• Floral Cutters
• Pruners (for
woody stems)
Scissors
• Floral Wire or
Chenille Stems
(for extra security)
• Gloves for
chicken wire

RECIPE
• 6 Dried Palms
dyed red

Step 3
LAYER MORE MATERIALS
Tucking them in front
of and behind the first
sets of leaves. I added
the Grevillea and the
bleached Eucalyptus.

• 2 Dried Fan Palms
• 1 Bunch bleached
Eucalyptus

Step 2
ADD YOUR FIRST LAYER
By criss-crossing stems into
the wire structure. Create an
outline for the shape. This is
for a wall, above a fireplace
or over a door shape. Note:
they will be loosely sitting
in there without much
support...don’t worry, we
will start to add bulk and the
stems will be more secure
by the time we are finished
adding materials.
18
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• 1-3 Dried and
painted gold Bird
of Paradise leaves
• 1 Bunch
Grevillea Ivanhoe
(can also be
purchased tinted)
• 5 Dried and dyed
Protea Repens
• 21 Dried and dyed
Phalaris Grass in
red - split into three
groups and bundled
with stem wrap
• 1 Gold-dyed silk
Poinsettia bloom
• 5 Gold-painted
real pinecones

Step 4
TURN IT OVER
On the back and shake your
design a little to see what
is moving. Add security by
wiring stems to the frame or
using chenille stems.

Step 6
ACCENT THE MIDDLE
Of the design with a focal
“flower” of some kind. I
used a silk poinsettia that is
gold to hide my stem wrap
of the Phalaris and the five
stems of the dried protea.
Then, I wired gold-painted
pinecones as my middle
focal feature.

Step 7
PROVIDE A “HANGER
ON THE BACK”
Using wire or a chenille
stem so the client has an
easy way to hang it up!
Optionally, spray with UV
Floral Protectant Spray.

This dried wall art is about 4.5 feet wide and 2.5 feet tall and features some silk elements for a festive look.

START WITH A
FLORAL NETTING
(1-inch chicken wire) base.
For this 4.5 x 2.5 foot
design, I used about 1
foot square of netting and
folded it over on itself to
create a cylinder shape.
Then I pinched the ends
and secured it with the
loose cut wire onto itself.

TO ADD THINNER
STEMMED
Items like this red-dyed
Phalaris grass, you first
need to bundle them with
stem wrap.

• Florist Netting/
Coated Chicken
Wire (size depends
on how large your
art will be)

COLORING YOUR WORLD WITH FLOWERS

745 Wall Street, Los Angeles, CA
LAFlowerDistrict.com | OriginalLAFlowerMarket.com
The Bloomin’ News
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Happenings
EVERY SATURDAY THE WALL FARMERS MARKET ON SAN PEDRO
STREET BETWEEN SEVENTH AND EIGHTH STREETS, JUST OUTSIDE
THE ORIGINAL LOS ANGELES FLOWER MARKET, 9 AM TO 2 PM.

Schwanke Starts Season 3
• Fourth generation florist J Schwanke’s
“Life in Bloom” series on American Public
Television continues with overwhelming
success. J demonstrates the simple
pleasure of arranging flowers for yourself,
how to buy supermarket flowers and more.
Underwriters like Albertsons, Sunshine
Bouquet Company, CALFLOWERS, Holland
America Flowers and Dollar Tree make the
show possible.
Check your local listings on public television for air
time or stream for free from uBloom.com.

The float by The UPS Store is one of a
number of exciting new float entries slated
for the Tournament of Roses parade on
January 1, 2022.

CCF in Process
Prinzing Introduces
New Book
• Seattle-based founder of the Slow Flowers

movement, Debra Prinzing collaborated
with Robin Avni on a new book titled Where
We Bloom. The book’s 128 pages features
133 color photos and fascinating stories of
innovative and inviting spaces that reflect
the creativity of 37 members of the Slow
Flowers Society in diverse locations from
urban flower shops to a 100-year-old barn
and a shade structure.
Watch for the book’s release at Slowflowers.com.

52nd Annual Sylvia Cup
Features Winners
• Since 1967, the Society of

American Florists has conducted
the Sylvia Cup floral competition at its
annual convention. This year’s gathering,
the 136th Annual Convention, was held in
Orlando, Florida in September and shone

20
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a spotlight on twelve highly talented floral
designers from all over the United States.
Jenny Naylor Temple AIFD, GMF, owner of
Bloom with Jenna in Grayson, Georgia, won
the grand prize which included a trophy cup,
$3,000, and complimentary registration to
SAF’s 2022 Annual Convention.
The Sylvia Cup is the nation’s longest-running
live floral design competition. It is named
in honor of Sylvia Valencia, a prominent
designer, and long-time SAF supporter.

Float Judges Announced
• The Pasadena Tournament of Roses has

selected J. Keith White AIFD and Janet
Gallagher AIFD, along with hot air balloon
pilot John Piper as the judges for the 2022
Rose Parade scheduled for Sat., January
1, 2022. Both White and Gallagher are
florists, educators and presenters. The
three will announce float design winners on
the steps of Tournament House on January
1, 2021 marks 60 years of AFE’s existence.

• The California Certified Florist program
(CCF), which evaluates and accredits
craftsmanship and professional skills level
of California florists, will conduct a handson exam at CaliFlora on Sun., November 7.
To register, call 916 446-1063 or visit Calstatefloral.org

Tournament Sponsors
Art Contest
• Recently, the Pasadena Tournament of
Roses conducted its second annual Dia de
los Muertos art competition, in partnership
with the Mexican Consulate and the Lucille
& Edward R. Roybal Foundation. Age
categories were 4-8, 9-13 and 14-18.
See Tournamentofroses.com.

AFE Raises $161,080
• The American Floral Endowment raised
$161,080 through sponsorships and
donations to support its “$100,000 in 60
Days” virtual fundraising campaign. This
virtual campaign helps AFE provide scientific
research, supports education and awards
dozens of scholarships and administers

internship programs in the
floral industry. 2021 marks
60 years of AFE’s existence.

CaliFlora 2021 on
Course with New
Approach
• We anticipate that
November 6-7’s CaliFlora will
be a joy throughout its two
days of hands-on workshops,
floral trade fair and
competitions for students
and professionals.
For more details on the exciting
new format, see Calstatefloral.org
or call (916) 448-5266.

It’s Wedding Time!
• Floral magazines The Knot
and WeddingWire both say
that September and October
are the most popular
months for weddings, with
June falling in at number
three. Florists Review has
created a contest for your
wedding photos. The winner
gets a four-page spread.
Visit Floristsreview.com for details.

AIFD Floral
Summit Will Be
First Class
• The designers presenting
at the 2021 Floral Summit
(October 15 in Orlando, FL)
include Brooke Raulerson
AIFD CFD on “Foliage
Artistry,” Thaddeus Servantez
AIFD CFD “Embrace the
Seasons,” Jacob McCall AIFD
CFD presenting “Designing
with Creative Flair!,” and
Tom Bowling AIFD CFD copresenting with Jody McLeod
AIFD CFD. Open to a limited
number of registrants.
See AIFD.org.

Floral Marketing
Research Fund
Rebrands
• A comprehensive rebrand
will elevate FMF’s need
to focus on collaborative
marketing to bring floral
industry organizations
together. On the board
are a new logo, tagline,
and mission and vision
statements that encourage
industry collaboration
to promote everyday
purchasing of fresh flowers
and plants.
For more, see
Floralmarketingfund.org.

Calendar 21-22

EVERY SATURDAY THE WALL FARMERS MARKET ON SAN PEDRO
STREET BETWEEN SEVENTH AND EIGHTH STREETS, JUST OUTSIDE
THE ORIGINAL LOS ANGELES FLOWER MARKET, 9 AM TO 2 PM.

OCT.
10

COLUMBUS DAY

15

AIFD FLORAL SUMMIT
• Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek;

Designers include Brooke
Raulerson AIFD CFD, Thaddeus
Servantezz AIFD CFD, Jacob
McCall AIFD CFD, Tom Bowling
AIFD CFD AND Jody McLeod
AIFD CFD.
See AIFD.org/2021/pfde_
floralsummit

21

CALIFORNIA CERTIFIED
FLORIST (CCF)
• Workshop (preparatory), 6-8
pm, on Zoom, $150 CSFA Member
or $185 CSFA non-member.
Details at Calstatefloral.com/exam/

23.

SAF’S “COUNTDOWN TO
CHRISTMAS”
• On demand at SAFnow.org

NOV.
6-7

“CALIFLORA”
• At Carlsbad Floral Trade Center

7.

DAYLIGHT SAVING
TIME ENDS

11.

VETERANS DAY

25.

THANKSGIVING DAY

26.

BLACK FRIDAY

28.

HANUKKAH
• Celebrated through December 6.

DEC.
4.

HANUKKAH
• SAF’s “Gear Up for Valentine’s

Day”
On demand at SAFnow.org

21.

WINTER SOLSTICE
• First day of Winter

24.

SAVE
THE DATE

MARCH
28-29, 2022
HANUKKAH
• 42nd Annual
Congressional Action
Days 2022 with the
Society of American
Florists on Capitol
Hill, Washington, DC

JUNE

27-28, 2022
SLOW FLOWERS
SUMMIT
• Stone Barn Center

for Sustainable
Agriculture,
Pocantino, New York
(near Tarrytown and
the gateway to the
Hudson River Valley).

CHRISTMAS EVE

25.

CHRISTMAS DAY

31.

JULY
4-9, 2022
AIFD SYMPOSIUM
• At Caesars Forum,
Las Vegas.

NEW YEAR’S EVE
The Bloomin’ News
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The Bloomin' News

GROWING BUSINESS FOR
THOSE WHO VALUE GROWTH

The IMW Agency would like to thank all of its clients for their openness to change and
creativity in seizing opportunities during this year. Working together we have pivoted to
generate campaigns that have built brand and demand.
Time To Grow Your Business?
Give us a call. We can make a real difference in this time of change.

Branding | Advertising | Public Relations | Media Buying | Web Services
imwagency.com | 714.557.7100 ext 2370

